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tive radius r. Let the center Xo be the sequence {&?}, and let 5 be 
chosen so large that 2~s~1 + 2~ s - 2 + • • • <r. Now a point X= {^} of 
D exists such that \\ranfn{X) = + oo, and such th.&tjs+x>kQ

s. If we de
fine xi as (ki, &2> ' * • » $j j8+i, is+2, • • • ), then xi belongs to K and 
limn fn(xi) = + °°- Consequently xi cannot be a point of Up and this 
contradiction establishes U as a set of the first category. 

In a similar fashion it may be shown that the set V of all x in D for 
which lim infw fn(x) > — <*> is likewise a set of the first category. Hence 
if we set W^ U+ V the theorem follows. 

Finally, let ^Uk be a convergent series of complex terms for which 
S |^fc | = + °°> and for this series let 0n(£) [fn(x)] be defined as in 
(1.5) [(2.4)]. We may consider the series of real and imaginary 
parts in the light of Theorem 2 [Theorem 3] and thus show that 
the set of all £ on / [x in D] for which we have lim supw |</>n(£) | < °° 
[lim supn\fn(x) I < °° ] is a set of the first category. 
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1. Introduction. In this note we wish to present a uniform treat
ment of certain properties of crossed products. A crossed product over 
any field F is an algebra determined by a finite, separable, normal 
extension N of F, with a Galois group T, and a certain factor set1/! of 
elements hs,r in N, for automorphisms S and T in V. The crossed 
product (N, T,/i) consists of all sums ^ % s s , where the coefficients Zs 
lie in N, and the fixed elements us have the multiplication table 

(1) USUT = usThs,T, zus = uszs, z in N. 

Let K be a normal subfield of N, corresponding to the subgroup A 
of the Galois group T. A factor set é in N is called symmetric in A if 
gs%T=gu,v whenever SU~X and TV~l are in A. 
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1 Definitions are given in A. A. Albert, Structure of Algebras, American Mathemati
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